X"logX" log log jlf(o-)
A corresponding result for the lower order X does not always hold.
ut, if log \an/a"+i\ /ÇKn+i-X") is a nondecreasing function of n for «>«o, then [3, p. 97] X" log X" (1.5) Xgliminf
-.-log | a"|_1
(1.4) and (1.5) lead to the following: Theorem A. Iff(s)= E™-iö»e,x" ¿s an integral function such that (i) logX"~log Xn+i, (ü) log \an/an+\\/Çhn+i-\n) form a nondecreasing function of n for n>no, then
Xn log X"
The integral function/(s) is said to be of linearly regular growth if p=X. In this paper we derive a few properties of integral functions defined by Dirichlet series in relation to order and the ranks of their maximum terms. Further, if ji (0<7i< oo), 72 (0<72< 00) ôe í^e lower orders o//i(s) and f2(s) respectively, and (iii) log X"-~log X"+i, (iv) log |ffli,»/ai,»+i| /(Xi,"+i-Xi,") awd log I a2,n/a2,n+i|/(X2,"+i-X2,") nondecreasing functions of n for n>no, then Proof. Since Xi,n'~X2,n'~X", it is evident that log n log n log n lim sup-= lim sup-= lim sup-= 0,
since both/i(í) and f2(s) satisfy (1.1) by hypothesis. Further, since fi(s) and fi(s) are integral functions, bounded in a<x for any x< oo( the series 21"-1 |öi,»|«'Xl,n and 22»°-1 |a2,»|e'X2'n are convergent for every a, and as X»~Xi,»~X2,» we shall have Xn, (ii) log X"~log X"+i and (iii) log |ai,"/öi,"4i|/(Xi,n+i-Xi,"), log |a2,n/ö2,n+i|/(X2,n+i-X2,n) nondecreasing functions of n for n>n0, then fi(s), /2(s) will be of the same finite order p, if and only if (2.5) log{ | ai,"| /| a2,"| } = o(X" log X")
as n-► oo.
Proof. Since/i(5) satisfies the conditions of Theorem A and is also of regular growth, from (1.3) and (1.6), we have Xi," log Xi,"
. . Xi," log Xi,"
hm sup-¡-j-= p = X = hm inf -«->» log I ai," |-1 n-oo log I Ol," | -1
Further, since Xi,»*~X", this gives -log I úh" I (2.6) lim-' ' ' = 1/p. 3. We shall now derive a result involving the ranks of the maximum terms in the integral function/(s) and its nth derivative fM(s). I am grateful to Dr. S. K. Bose for his kind guidance and help in the preparation of this paper.
